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Head Coach Sean McVay 

 

(On injured players for the Rams) 

“(DB) David Long (Jr.) will not participate today in practice, neither will (DB) 

Jordan Fuller. Both of those guys with  a groin and a hamstring. (DB) Derion 

Kendrick, he's making great progress. He'll be limited at practice in the 

concussion protocol, but I don't anticipate any setbacks and expect him to be 

available this week. We'll see how (OT) Rob (Havenstein) is feeling. He looked 

good in the walkthrough. I don't expect him to not be available at all this week, 

but if for whatever reason he's feeling any soreness from that ankle, we might 

limit his workload but do not expect that to affect his game status .” 

  

(On injury status for DB Cobie Durant) 

“He's still with his hamstring, he'll be out today, as well as OC Brian Allen with 

his knee.” 

  

(On five of the last six games played against San Francisco being decided 

by three points or less and what he attributes that to) 



“I think it's matchups. These guys are a great team. Two physical teams that 

have gone at it. Obviously, I know you guys ask a lot of the questions about the 

history of it, but I do believe that every single game is a new entity. There's 

similar systems in place, similar foundational philosophies, but what I think is 

consistent is there's great players on the field. I have tremendous respect and I 

know we do as a coaching staff for their coaching staff and what a great job 

they do in all three phases. We try to do the same thing and looking forward to 

having a great week of preparation and going out and seeing if we can play 

some good football on Monday night against an outstanding opponent. I don't 

really care what's happened the first three weeks. We know what to expect 

from this group.” 

  

(On 49ers DE Nick Bosa and his start to the season) 

“I think he's one of the best players in the league. He's complete. They do a 

great job of accentuating his skill sets, moving him around in some of the pass 

downs. Obviously, I think he's a complete player. He does a great job being 

able to stop the run, he's physical at the point of attack, he can be able to work 

edges on you, he can play violent with his hands. There's not any limitations in 

this guy's game. I think when you talk about one of the best players in a short 

amount of time, I thought he asserted himself immediately as a rookie. You 

could see he was going to make a big impact early on before he ended up 

hurting his knee a couple years ago. Last year he was a man on a mission and 

did a great job throughout the whole season, and then he started off the same 

thing this year.” 

  

(On the 49ers having rush success against the Rams in recent years and 

if he kept that in mind while bringing in LB Bobby Wagner)  

“I think just in general, having respect for Bobby as a whole, what he can bring 

from player, from a production, from a leadership, all of the above. That is 

certainly one of the things that I think has been a great trait of his. The 



physicality at the point of attack to knock back tackles, the concept trigger, the 

awareness. Certainly, anytime that you're talking about division opponents, 

especially a great division opponent like this one that is definitely a part of it. It's 

not exclusively that, but he's a guy that when you look at those matchups, just 

with the amount of crossover, I thought he's always played well in any game, 

but he's done a good job when they played the Niners when he's been in 

Seattle.” 

 

(On 49ers Head Coach Kyle Shanahan and how a quarterback changes 

the way a system grows and changes) 

“I got a chance to learn from Kyle and his dad (Mike Shanahan) in Washington. 

They had a long-standing foundational philosophy that started with what Mike 

was doing in Denver, all the way going back to when he was the offensive 

coordinator for San Fran(cisco), some of those similar principles. Kyle's taken it 

and put his own spin on it. I think the thing that I learned from those guys is, 

number one, it's always about your players. But then being able to have a 

system that you can kind of put your hat on in terms of knowing, ‘Here's what 

we want to be in terms of our identity, and then here's the complimentary 

mixers to be able to try to keep the defense in constant conflict. When you add 

an element of the quarterback, you're really just going plus one for the offense. 

I think the great coaches, like certainly Kyle and his dad are, do a great job of 

accentuating their players skill sets and finding similar principles that are in 

alignment with your foundational philosophies, but most importantly bring to 

light and allow the players to be able to shine. I think you've seen that, whether 

you look at what Kyle's done in Houston, what he’s done in Washington when 

we were together, what he did in Cleveland, Atlanta, and now obviously San 

Fran with a couple different guys that they've still had a lot of success with.” 

  

(On how the Rams’ system changed when QB Matthew Stafford joined the 

team and if he could see that change coming) 



“I don't know if you could ever really say that. I think what you just kind of 

acknowledged is that it starts with the players first. Whatever that season is, 

you guys have asked a lot of questions, I think every single season, you say it, 

but then once you're in the midst of it, you realize how true it is that every year's 

a new year. There's always opportunities to try to be able to grow and progress 

and build on some of those things, but this is a very cyclical league. There's 

certain things that you can change the illusion of what things look like right 

before, you can create advantages based on motion, leverage some of the fly 

motions, different things at the point of attack, but it’s still is all foundationally 

derived from things that have been done before. I certainly think Kyle 

(Shanahan) and what he's done is as creative as it gets. Those are things that 

it's like, ‘Okay, you've run this concept. Here's what this is, this is just the way 

that they're creating that final formation and trying to be able to change their 

angles, leveraging the math and their favor.’ That's what I think this game's 

about and that's what they've done a great job of.” 

  

(On 49ers WR Deebo Samuel and what makes him so difficult to defend 

after the catch) 

“Contact balance. He's strong, he's elusive. You just look at him, he's wired to 

be able to separate and run routes all over the place because he is an elite 

receiver, but he's also built like an elite running back. I think the thing that 

stands out is the toughness and the contact balance and then just the feel. 

There's certain guys that just have a great feel for space. I think he stays 

grounded through the catch on their perimeter screen game, but he's just a 

great football player. If you were to say like, ‘Alright, what makes a great guy 

after the catch in terms of the elusiveness, the toughness, the strength, the 

contact balance,’ he's checking the boxes on all those things.” 

  

(On his relationship with 49ers Head Coach Kyle Shanahan) 

“I'm forever grateful for all the things that I learned from Kyle because when you 



look at it, as a coach, we're still competitors. You get an opportunity to work for 

somebody and work with somebody that is basically a great measuring stick 

for, hey, these are the things that are in alignment with what you deem and 

determine makes a really, really good coach based on the ability to 

communicate the knowledge of the game on both sides of the football, having a 

philosophy to be able to build a system and then ultimately fit the players to that 

system where you (can) be able to adjust your system to the players most 

importantly. I enjoy being able to see Kyle at the league meetings and things 

like that, and we have a great relationship. We're in the same division, so we 

play each other twice, and last year three times, a year. There's a good 

competitiveness, but I know I have tremendous respect for everything that I've 

learned from him. I enjoy when we get a chance to connect, but we are friends 

and we're also competitors, but I've learned so much from him. I think he's a 

great coach and I can say that because I've worked with him firsthand. Then 

you just look at it from afar with any offense he's been a part of or any sort of 

team, there's an identity and there's a belief and a confidence in him as the 

leader.” 

  

(On if he anticipates RB Malcolm Brown being  active this week) 

“I think there’s a good chance of that.” 

  

(On taking a deep shot with WR TuTu Atwell at the end of the Cardinals 

game last week and what happened on the play) 

“I think so. He did what he could control within the framework of that play. They 

did a nice job being able to match it up. We just missed, that post safety kind of 

played lateral in that instance. He was working basically a go ball at the inside 

edge of the numbers, but there were some other places that we have the ability 

for the ball to be able to go, but I thought it was a smart, aggressive decision by 

Matthew we just missed. Sometimes those do happen, but I think it is important 

to show that you do want to pick and choose your spots. Like I've said before, 



shot called doesn't necessarily have to mean shot taken. But when you do have 

somebody like TuTu that can stretch the top shelf of a coverage, I think those 

are things that certainly help you.” 

 

 

Quarterback Matthew Stafford 

 

(On what the greatest challenge is against defense that is good up front 

and in the secondary) 

“Yeah, I mean, they're really complete. They do a great job of affecting the 

quarterback in the pocket, do a great job of stopping the run, keeping a roof on 

the defense. Nobody's really gotten behind him so they do a really nice job of 

that.  Really well-rounded defense, super physical, really well-coached. It'll be a 

big challenge for us.” 

  

(On if he thinks he has to make a play in the fourth quarter during close 

games) 

“No, I play every play is its own. Every game kind of unfolds different. The 

majority of these games are fourth quarter games. You look around the league, 

it's one score games all over the place this year, there is no exception to that so 

that's a statement that you could probably use in a lot of games. But it's 

definitely two good football teams going at each other. It'll be a great 

atmosphere I'm sure at their place on Monday night.” 

  

(On if it felt weird to finish a game without a touchdown pass) 

“Not really. Obviously, there were some opportunities there that we just missed 

and we’ll clean those up. My main goal is put up as many points we can to win 

the game. There were some opportunities that I could've done a little bit better 

job wo I'll try to make sure I do that and get us in the end zone more often. But 

after the game, I was happy we won the football game and knew there were 



things we could clean up.” 

  

(On how he felt in terms of efficiency coming off his performance this 

past week) 

“Yeah, I feel like guys are doing a nice job of doing everything they can to be in 

the right spots, doing a great job of working to get open. I’m trying to put the 

ball in the right spot for these guys. Our guys up front did a great job of keeping 

me clean. So all of it kind of works together. It’s not just me throwing it or those 

guys getting open and catching it. It’s everybody working together. We’re just 

continuing to try to get better, work on our efficiency, our explosiveness. All that 

kind of stuff is what good offense is all about.” 

  

(On how this rivalry feels to him with the game against the San Francisco 

49ers coming up) 

“Yeah, it feels like a big one. Every game in the NFL is a big one. A division 

game on the road, Monday night, it's going to be…obviously saw them in the 

NFC Championship Game. So it's two really good football teams going at it, 

had some great battles last year, and we’re looking forward to the opportunity.” 

  

(On if he likes playing against a team they recently played last season in 

the NFC Championship to help with familiarity) 

“They know us, we know them. We just go out there and play. They've got 

great players. I feel like we've got great players. So it's always a fun matchup 

I'm sure for people to watch. It's a fun one for us to be in as players. Just go out 

there execute to the best of our ability, play physical and fast. Figure out what 

the scoreboard says at the end of it.” 

 

(On if this game feels bigger and more important because it is against a 

division rival on Monday Night Football) 

“They all feel pretty big to me. But it is, like you said, a divisional game, on the 



road, Sunday at one…Monday night probably used to excite me a little bit 

more. It's a game that we're playing. It's a big one. It's the next one. Just 

excited about the opportunity.” 

  

(On how the team prepares for 49ers DE Nick Bosa) 

“It definitely poses a challenge. They do a really nice job, both off the edge and 

inside getting after the passer, stopping the run on the way. They're defensive 

line coach (Kris Kocurek) was in Detroit with me for a long time, so I'm good 

buddies with him and know what he's all about and know why those guys play 

so hard. He does a great job of getting those guys to play hard for him. You’ve 

got to do everything you possibly can to try and give them different looks, things 

they haven't seen before. When we do show them things they have seen 

before, you just got to go execute with great physicality.” 

  

(On the Buffalo Bills and the Atlanta Falcons rushing four throughout the 

game and what lessons they learned from that experience) 

“That's a defensive coordinator's dream, right? Just call zone defense behind a 

four-man rush and get home. That's what you want to do. You dial up a 

defense, you go, ‘What's my favorite defense, with the one where I rushed four 

and attack the quarterback and have seven guys covering four guys or five 

guys.’ So yes, no doubt that is, I think everybody's favorite defense to call if it's 

working. We’ve got to make sure that we do our job, make sure we distribute 

the field the correct way. If it is zone, (inaudible) our guys in man. If it is man 

when we hand the ball off versus those looks, we’ve got to be efficient and 

have chances to be explosive when we hand it off. It comes down to good 

offense versus good defense. Whether or not they're going to pressure us a lot, 

I'm not sure. We'll see how the game unfolds. Each game is kind of different, 

but it'll be a fun matchup.” 

  

(On if there are any issues with his arm going into Week 4) 



“Feels pretty good. Feels pretty good to me. Continuing to get better, which is a 

positive.” 

  

(On when a defense has seven defenders back to cover four receivers if it 

is a timing thing to find an opening or attack the defense a specific way) 

“It's both. Some of it is can you get five out? That helps obviously 5-on-7 helps 

a little bit. Is it spacing the field and playing reactionary football for who they 

want to cover and trying to replace somebody with that? Or is it trying to move 

a defender with your eyes and get to a void that you want? We could be here 

all day I could give you a long dissertation on it. But to answer your question, a 

little bit of both, a little bit of everything. Everybody doing their job at a high level 

really helps.” 

  

 

Linebacker Bobby Wagner 

 

(On what he sees from the Niners on tape and if he’s noticed they play the 

Rams differently) 

“Yeah because our schemes are a little bit different so I feel like we got a lot 

more boots and play actions than the Rams did. But they’re going to move their 

star players around. They got guys that can move around all positions, 

obviously going to get (San Francisco 49ers WR) Deebo (Samuel) the ball. So I 

think it’s  the same team. Just  got to come out and stop the run and get after 

him in the pass.” 

  

(On if he’s surprised that he’s seeing San Francisco 49ers QB Jimmy 

Garoppolo playing again this year after he said goodbye to the media last 

year at the NFC Championship game) 

“Nah, not really. I didn't care or pay attention to like all the stuff they had going 

on. I felt like I was kind of dealing with my own stuff. But when you look at his 



situation, you do appreciate how he handled that because a lot of people 

wouldn't have handled it the way he handled it. He said what he said, but 

outside of that you never really heard from him. Even in training camp you saw 

him kind of throwing his side by himself and everybody thought he was gone. 

But he stayed ready, stayed prepared, and he's got an opportunity to start 

winning again like he always did. So he's a guy you got to respect, just how he 

handled that whole situation.” 

  

(On what he respects most about Jimmy Garoppolo’s game) 

“He gets the job done and he does what he needs to do. A lot of people look at 

certain passes or look at certain sacks or things of that nature, but at the end of 

the day, I'm pretty sure he has a winning record, I believe so. He took this team 

to the Super Bowl. He's done a lot of great things. He knows how to get the ball 

to the right people, he knows how to get the ball out fast when you got blitzes 

coming, he understands when the blitzes are coming. He's very smart, he can 

communicate. So you got to respect a guy like that.” 

  

(On why Deebo Samuel is so hard to defend) 

“Man, he's just really, really talented. He can move around everywhere. He's in 

the backfield, lining up as a receiver, they motion him into the slot. So the first 

job is  you got to find where he is at and after that, he is one of the tougher 

guys to bring down when he does get the ball. So that's why you got to have a 

lot of respect for him too.” 

  

(On his experience playing against the 49ers and why they are tough) 

“I don't know. I'm pretty sure (Seattle Seahawks CB) (Richard) Sherman 

probably kicked that whole thing off. But we've always just understood what 

they were trying to do. Obviously when you’re playing a divisional opponent, 

one of the things that you have in your favor is you see them more than you 

see everybody else. So I've had the ability to see them a lot of times and so I've 



seen a lot of the stuff they do. Football's football. There's only so many things 

you can make up before you get back to the basics. So you know they're going 

to come out with some plays you hadn't seen before. At the end of the day, 

once they get going, they're going to get back to the plays that  you study. If 

you study, you typically do well.” 

  

(On Jalen Ramsey from an ownership and leadership standpoint and how 

he elevated his own play while making sure everybody else was ready) 

“I think first it was communication. Obviously, guys love to hear somebody that, 

as cerebral as he is, talk about the game. So just the way that he's able to 

communicate what he sees on the field. I think that comes down to a lot of the 

younger guys are guys that are just getting started. So I think that's the biggest 

thing when you watch the plays that he makes, it's not a surprise. He studies a 

lot of film, he understands what the team is trying to do against him and he 

takes his chances so I think the communication probably picked up a little bit 

more. Obviously, when you're out there and you’re watching him practice and 

doing the stuff that he's doing  it just trickles down to everybody else.” 

  

(On the energy and the ‘extra juice’ that goes into a Monday Night 

Football game ) 

“I don't know. I came from the philosophy of kind of treat every game the same 

so I kind of always do believe that. I feel like if you get up for one game, you 

might not get up for the next game. So we understand when it's at stake. I think 

Monday Night Football is something that everybody grew up watching and we 

know the whole world is watching so we want to go crazy on Monday.” 

  

(On Jalen Ramsey and how some of the younger guys look to him for 

mentorship and support and how this reflects in the locker room) 

“I think the biggest thing that I've always noticed too is  when people have had 

a lot of success, humility goes a long way. So I think within the locker room 



 

there's a lot of humility that he's able to connect with guys because he's not too 

far away from guys. He understands where they're at, where they've gone 

through, and (is) able to communicate that. That's kind of what I had. The guys 

that were established they weren't too far away from me or they weren't too far 

to not have a conversation with and talk through those scars and talk through 

those things to get them to that place. So I think that's the biggest thing, is 

being open to talk to the guys to communicate how you got to where you're at 

and understand. Because sometimes young guys think that what they're going 

through is new. It's not necessarily new, it's just they haven't gone through it the 

way we have. So when you share your scars, it's able to help somebody kind of 

not necessarily go through what you went through and also understand that this 

is part of the game. Like the game is never like this, it's always ups and downs. 

It's the people that can get through the downs that have more ups.” 

 

 

  

--RAMS-- 

  

 


